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1-1. Introduction and Disclaimer
This proposal was not solicited, nor does it represent a party interested in licensing or selling
any product. It was prepared by a local resident and commuter who works in the transportation
industry. Furthermore, this work was prepared independently of his firm.
Max works as a planner and outreach specialist for a private Transportation Planning, Public
Involvement and Engineering firm. His work has included MTA projects, in addition to multiple
NYCDOT and NJ TRANSIT projects, as well as projects around the country. He holds a degree in
Computer Science from Columbia University.
This proposal was born out of observation and discussion with fellow commuters on the New York
City subway system and is a look into a theoretical system that would bring a cutting-edge customer
communications system to NYCT and potentially beyond. Maxʼs background in Computer Science
and engineering as well as transportation planning and public involvement were critical in assembling
this report.

1-2. Purpose and Need
After the flood of August 8, 2007, the MTA was widely criticized for being unable to effectively
communicate with its riders about the state of the subway system. The Web site crashed, employees
had difficulty giving answers, the station PAs went largely unused, and most customers were unable
to squeeze on to the busses.
The MTA is in need of a streamlined, efficient, and all-encompassing communications system. The
system proposed below is referred to as Live Info, a name chosen to depict the up-to-date and
accessible flow of information to the customer. It would be largely automated, centralized, and would
streamline the process of getting vital information from the MTA to its passengers.
An overview of current communications enhancements in progress for New York City Transit:
• Text messaging. The proposed system could improve emergency communications with
customers, but has to be done in a way that is not irritating or cumbersome.
• Mobile (WAP) MTA site. This is a positive step in helping customers get information on the
go.
• Communications Based Train Control (CBTC). This has enabled Real-Time Train Arrival
information on the L line, and while improving, the customer end of the system has been
criticized for inaccuracy and downtime.
• Automatic Train Supervision (ATS), the Rail Control Center (RCC) and the Public
Address/Customer Information Screen (PA/CIS) projects. These three investments should
theoretically have allowed Real-Time Train Arrival information on the numbers 1 through 6
lines already through the fiber optic network, but the project has been delayed several years
due to a multitude of problems, including software bugs. While some signs have been installed,
they remain dark and their future is unclear.
• GPS/Bus tracker. The MTAʼs initial attempt at installing GPS on the bus system failed
because of tall buildings. The latest attempt successfully transmits bus location to the
dispatchers, but is currently unable to accurately estimate the busesʼ arrival times. The future
of this system is unclear.
• Web Site capacity improvements. The MTAʼs Web site is now able to sustain heavier traffic.
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PA expansion. The proposed $29.5 billion capital program includes installing PA systems in
stations that are lacking them. This is a critical and basic step forward.

1-3. Goals
Live Info is designed with the following goals in mind:
• Keeping the customer informed. Live Info would provide an entirely new dimension of
information for customers by delivering information about train arrival times, service alerts,
construction advisories, service advice, and courtesy messages through multiple mediums and
at multiple points throughout the system.
• Universal access. Live Info would be available online, by e-mail, by text message, in station
mezzanines, in trains, on handhelds, and on the platforms. Both visual and audio messages
would be employed for those with disabilities.
• Streamlined workflow. Live Info performs the majority of the work, but where it needs human
input it has been designed to be as simple and as efficient as possible.
• Providing vital communications capabilities in emergencies. With Live Info fully
deployed, emergency management could pick up a microphone and broadcast information to
every station, every platform, and every train simultaneously. Allowing central
communication to large parts of or the entire system is critical to avoiding disaster in a
crisis situation or in the event of a catastrophic natural event or attack.
• Openness. Live Info employs only existing and proven technologies. This allows for lower
initial costs and guarantees easy maintenance and future proofing.
• Expandability. The system described here is just a core. It can be expanded to new places,
new technologies, and across the entire MTA network as desired.
• Cost-effectiveness. By using open technologies developed in-house and partnering with
advertising and content sponsors, and automating as much of the day-to-day work as possible,
Live Infoʼs costs would be kept to a minimum.
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2-1. Technology and Architecture
All of the Live Info system is based on existing, proven, open technology. It eschews proprietary
technology in favor of freedom of information access, future proofing, and easy maintenance.

2-2. Workflow
Live Info would be powered by a centralized server, which would broadcast and organize up-to-date
system information. Sources of input to the Live Info server would include the Rail Control Center
(RCC), Supervision, and other MTA employees. Live Info would process this information and deliver
it to the customer in real-time.

2-3. Database architecture
Live Info would employ XML architecture, an open and accepted standard. XML has the following
advantages:
• It is easily transferable between mediums
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•
•
•

It provides a common interface between technologies
It is instantly updatable
It can maintain a comprehensive history

XML could be used, for instance, to provide News Casts to deliver information about service to media
outlets automatically, or to provide a RSS feed that customers could subscribe to on the Web site.
XML databases would be archived and available for review by the public.

2-4. Security
Live Info would be designed with multiple layers of security and encryption to prevent tampering or
spoofing by malicious parties.
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3-1. Funding and Phasing
Live Info simultaneously greatly enhances customer service and information delivery, and opens up
opportunities for revenue generation to offset the initial costs. Additionally, once initial development
has wrapped up, Live Info can be deployed in mostly concurrent phases.

3-2. Funding

There are multiple models for funding Live Info, all of which require greater assessment beyond what
is provided in this report.
•
•

•

MTA is responsible for installation and collects revenue from content sponsorship and
advertising, as well as Wi-Fi subscriber revenues. (model shown above)
MTA enlists a telecom company to take on the project, and in return the telecom provides
wireless access in the tunnels and further receives a percentage of (or all) of revenue from
content sponsorship and advertising.
Content providers take on the project in return for advertising rights.

Content Sponsorship – A major network would be most likely to own content sponsorship, giving
them the rights to display content from their brand. They would either be responsible for the build-out
or pay the MTA money to retain the rights.
Advertising Revenue - Video and static ads displayed on every platform across 468 stations have
tremendous exposure value.
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Material Costs – Live Info would involve significant equipment investment, including a server room,
digital displays for 468 stations and thousands of train cars, P/A equipment, Wi-Fi routers and
repeaters, wiring, sensors, and supporting computer terminals. It would attempt to minimize
equipment investment by using existing infrastructure, such as the fiber optic network.
Immaterial costs – Live Info would require Internet provision, SMS short code provider, and
expanded Web hosting capabilities.
Personnel Costs – Live Info would require wiring and equipment installation, as well as project
management, training, and expanded crew duties.

3-3. Phasing
There are four major phases:
• Budgeting, approval, and spec development. This would lay the foundation for the project
to move forward.
• Development and selection of content providers and contractors, where deemed
necessary.
• Physical installation of components. This can begin to occur as development finishes on
various components of the system.
• System deployment. As hardware installation wraps up, parts of the system can begin to
come online.
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4-1. Communications Backbone Upgrade
The existing communications system would require upgrades at several points.

4-2. Fiber Optic
The existing Fiber Optic network would be integrated where available.

4-3. Wi-Fi
An overlay Wi-Fi 802.11 system is proposed in stations and through tunnels. Wi-Fi would ultimately
allow direct communication with trains en route. This system would also allow public access to MTAʼs
home page on handheld devices, but would offer full access to the full Internet for a nominal fee. This
system has several advantages:
• Its cost would be offset by “premium” users who pay to access the full Internet.
• It would allow for silent communication, eliminating the fear of impolite cell phone users but
allowing customers to contact the outside world.
• It would add another communications layer in an emergency situation.
• It would add redundancy to the existing communications system.
• It would immediately patch holes in the Fiber Optic network.
• The possible use of “repeaters” in tunnels would eliminate the need for costly wiring by echoing
the signal through tunnels and requiring only electricity.
• It is a proven technology and has been tested on transit systems, including San Franciscoʼs
BART by the company WiFi Rail.
Wi-Fi access could be integrated with MetroCard Vending Machines and be offered as an option
when buying MetroCards. A code for access could be printed on the rear of the card. Additionally,
customers could pay for the service on the web portal itself.
It may be desirable to contract the Wi-Fi network out to a company with experience in deploying this
technology.
Some parties have estimated Wi-Fi to be unreasonably expensive to add to the tunnels. In this case,
an alternative would be to wire only the platforms to allow trains to receive updates as they enter
stations.

4-4. Train Location and ETA
Where available, mostly on the A division through ATS and the L train through CBTC, vehicle
locations would be threaded through the Live Info system. Live Info would take into consideration
incidents, construction, and historical data when formulating an estimation of train arrival time.
The arrival time algorithm would consider the following factors:
• Baseline – On a normal day, how long does it take a train to travel between two given stations?
This baseline would be identified by the schedule or testing by engineers.
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•
•

•

Recent trains – Barring reported incident or construction, how long has it taken the past
several trains to travel between two given stations?
Incident – Given a reported incident, is it appropriate to report, “expect delays”? Is estimating
an arrival time even reasonable? (If it is not, maybe it is more informative to display the trainʼs
location instead.)
Construction – Is there a slow zone identified between two given points? What is the speed
restriction and how long is the travel zone?

Accurate vehicle location is tricky when there are service changes or incidents on the line. Software
would be developed that takes the following into consideration:
• Routing. If there are service changes, at which stations and on which tracks does each given
train stop?
• Terminal departures. Supervision or ATS would provide the expected time for each train to
actually leave the terminus, if different than scheduled.
• Incident. Are there delays or reroutings for existing trains? Any changes to a trainʼs route would
immediately result in an automatic customer-side update from the Live Info system.

4-5. Location and ETA for lines without ATS or CBTC
There are two approaches to dealing with lines that have neither ATS nor are CBTC ready. The Bdivision is scheduled to receive ATS in the relatively near future, and it could be integrated at that
point. However, CBTC is several years away from lines such as the 7 and E/F.
Instead, on lines that are not scheduled to receive the capability for years, a simple “band-aid” style
solution may be appropriate. Subway systems around the world use systems independent of the main
signaling system to track trainsʼ progress.
A simple EZ-Pass style transponder and receiver system could be installed in tunnels to approximate
train locations:
• Trains would be outfitted with transponders to identify themselves while traveling down the line.
• Sensors on the approach (arriving at) and directly after (leaving) the station would be wired to
the stationʼs computer system to transmit data to the Live Info servers to be used for arrival
time processing.
• As the train passes by the sensors, their location is sent to the Live Info server to be
processed and update train arrival estimations throughout the system.
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4-6. Incident Reporting
Construction service changes would be fed into Live Info, which would in turn update the Web site,
generate the weekly construction e-mails, generate automated messages and broadcast information
at all of the necessary points at the necessary times.
Unexpected incidents would also be reported to Live Info. Live Info would immediately update the
mobile and regular Web sites, broadcast information to station computers and displays, to trains, and
if necessary, begin text and e-mail message distribution.
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A software interface would be developed in conjunction with supervision and line managers to make
service alert entry quick, easy, and seamless with every day operation. It could be performed from
any Internet-enabled computer. The following is a concept interface, but those that would be
responsible for this entry should be integral to its development. Lo-Fi prototyping with dispatchers
could develop an effective and efficient solution.

The result of this example incident report would be as follows:
• (4) and (6) trains that are suspended would visually and audibly communicate this fact.
• (5) trains that were rerouted over the (2) line would visually and audibly communicate the
change.
• (2) platforms would inform customers of the (5) trains due to arrive and explain why.
• (2) platforms would continue to display time estimates for the next trains, but warn customers
that minor delays might occur.
• (4), (5), (6) and (2) platforms would audibly and visually communicate the service alert.
• All platforms and System Status screens would display the service alert. (See section 5)
• The Web site and mobile site would show the service alert.
• Customers who have signed up to receive service alerts that meet the criteria would be emailed and/or sent text messages.
When closing the tickets, supervisors may provide more details about the nature of the incident.

4-7. Emergency Communication
A primary benefit of the Live Info system is the ability to communicate instantly with every train, every
station, and every platform. Messages would be automatically posted to the Web site, e-mailed to
customers, and texted to subscribers. In essence, Live Info would blanket the public with information
the very moment it was available.
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Emergency Communications would come in the following forms:
• Pre-recorded station or train evacuation program. At the press of a button, emergency
personnel could order certain parts or the entirety of the system evacuated in a manner
appropriate to the situation. Messages, graphics, and text displays would guide customers to
safe egress.
• System-wide outages. Massive power failure, flooding, or natural disaster could shut down
large parts of the system. Emergency Communications would allow broadcasting of voice and
text messages and would manage updates to the public, including the Web site, on the
progress of the situation.
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5-1. Customer-End Communications
Live Info would form the basis for extensive and detailed information for the traveler. It has been
shown that knowing how long one has to wait makes waiting significantly less stressful and increases
levels of patience. Additionally, customers desire quick, specific information about service
interruptions and are often frustrated by canned, vague messages.

5-2. Station Computers
One booth per station would be equipped with a computer with Internet access that would access the
Live Info system. The station computers would disseminate up-to-date information to station agents
directly. The computer could also be used for audio broadcasting by the booth worker, and allowing
incident reporting such as out of service elevators, spills, and vandalism. This kind of electronic
ticketing would improve accountability, efficiency, and response performance. The system would also
provide for instantaneous and direct reporting of emergency situations.

5-3. System Status screens
Mounted in the fare control zone, before passengers enter the system, vertically oriented LCD
displays mounted in vandal and theft-resistant cases would show an overview of the entire systemʼs
status. Any delays, construction advisories, or important messages system-wide would be
summarized. These displays would be used to alert passengers to important information before they
enter the system. Every station would display the same information. Critical information from LIRR,
Metro-North, and other regional operators may also be included.
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Displays would rotate between construction notices and service alerts, as necessary.
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Emergency broadcasts would take precedence. Here is how the System Status displays may have
appeared throughout the day during the flood of August 8:

5-4. PA Systems
PA systems should be installed where they are currently unavailable.
PA systems would enjoy enhanced intelligibility by adding microphones to the platforms. These
microphones would measure ambient noise and adjust the volume accordingly. Different chimes
would play before announcements to denote the type of announcement (impending arrival, courtesy
message, service alert, emergency) and alert customers to pay attention. PA systems within hearing
distance of each other would wait for the other to finish to avoid overlapping sound. The system would
activate in the following circumstances:
• Impending train arrivals. E.g., “The next Brooklyn-bound A train to Far Rockaway JFK Airport is
now arriving on the downtown express track. Please step away from the platform edge.”
During a service change or alert, e.g. “The next Bronx-bound (1) train is now arriving on the
uptown express track. Because of construction, the next stop on this train will be 72nd Street.
For skipped stations, please change at 72nd Street for a South Ferry-bound (1) train making all
local stops.”
• Service alerts and construction alerts affecting that platform. E.g., “South Ferry-bound (1)
trains are running express between 96th Street and 72nd Street due to a stalled train at 79th
Street. Please expect minor delays on downtown (1), (2), and (3) trains.”
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•
•

Courtesy messages. E.g., “Help us keep the subway system clean and delay-free by placing
your trash in trash receptacles.”
Emergency messages. These may be computer generated or voice broadcast.

5-5. Platform Displays

Platform displays would be LCD or Plasma and mounted in vandal and theft-resistant casings. On
island platforms, two displays would be mounted side-by-side and correspond to each track. Platform
screens would display the following information:
• Train arrival information. A large line bullet would be displayed and cycled every few
seconds for each train due to arrive at that platform. For lines with multiple destinations, like
the 5 or A, each destination would also be cycled through. Voice messages would announce
impending trainʼs arrival and destination.
• Date and time.
• Weather. Cycles between temperature and current conditions.
• Sponsored video content. No audio, but closed-captioning. The MTA would be allotted a
percentage of the content to use for informational or courtesy videos. Video content could
include weather forecasts, news broadcasts, sports reports, ads, and movie/TV previews.
• Static or animated ads that would cycle every 10 seconds. The MTA would be allotted a
percentage of the content.
• MTA messages. These can be system-wide service alerts, system-wide construction
information, courtesy reminders, or emergency broadcasts. This would cycle continuously, and
delay information on the platformʼs lines would take precedent. Courtesy reminders and
emergency broadcasts would have voice broadcasts. Delays and construction information
only related to the platformsʼ own lines would have associated voice broadcasts.
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Functionality during delays
During significant delays, ETA estimations for delayed trains would change to display the trainʼs
location instead since an accurate minute estimation may not be possible, and simply showing
“Delay” does not provide much information to customers. The message scrawl would show
information and updates about the cause of the delay, and voice messages, either automated or
broadcast, would provide customers with more information.
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Emergency broadcasts
Emergency broadcasts would take over the entire display. Major system-wide outages would qualify
as an emergency broadcast.

5-6. Above Ground
It should be explored whether the existing video advertising screens located above subway entrances
can be integrated with Live Info. They could be utilized to provide important information to customers
before they descend into the station.
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5-7. In Trains – Expanding FIND

Hundreds of new train cars, the R160-A and -B order, are being delivered with the MTAʼs FIND
system, or Flexible Information and Notice Display. These include an LED strip map that can change
based on a trainʼs routing and an LCD display that can display a variety of information. Currently the
LCD only shows the route and some information about the features of the R160.
With Live Info, the FIND system would be retrofitted on the rest of the fleet that is not scheduled to
be replaced in the near future. Additionally, the functionality of FIND would be greatly enhanced.
Train sets would gain Wi-Fi communication to interface with the installed Wi-Fi system. Information
delivered via Wi-Fi would be integrated with FIND and the PA system. These systems would work
together to provide:
• Next station announcements (for older trains without this capability)
• Service alerts
• Local/express dilemma advice
• Courtesy reminders
• Advertisements (silent video only)
• Construction information
• Connecting services
• Emergency communications
Instead of relying on the conductor to relay information about delays, the information would come
directly from supervision, improving quality control and monitoring. Most delay information would be
automated, but dispatchers could directly address affected trains, including sending voice and text
messages.
Supervision could also remotely update the FIND displayʼs routing if a train is diverted.
In an emergency, MTA officials and the police could address trains directly. The conductor would still
be able to use the PA.
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Connecting Railroads
Additionally, information about connecting railroad services would be listed on board. Example: Penn
Station.

Connecting Bus Service
As the Bus Tracker system comes online, information about arriving buses would be broadcast to
trains as they approach stations. Example: 116th Street on the (1) train.
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Connecting Subway Service
Live Info would broadcast information about connecting subway service. Average walking times to
connecting lines are taken into consideration and trains arriving earlier than a passenger could safely
catch are not displayed to discourage running. Example – 14th Street on the (F) line.

Express/Local Dilemma
At express stations, arriving local trains would provide advice about whether to get off and switch to
the express train or stay on the current train. Example: 96th Street on a South Ferry-bound (1) train.

Construction Notices
Construction notices would be dynamically shown on board trains when the train is or is going to be
affected or when a connecting train has a service change. Example: Uptown (1) train at Times Sq –
42nd Street.
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Service Alerts
Customers would be able to receive detailed, up-to-date information about the cause of the trainʼs
delay, as opposed to a generic “We are delayed because of train traffic ahead of us” message.
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Local sponsored ads
Local businesses or events could purchase silent video or static ads to be displayed as a train
approaches the station where they are located.

Emergency Messages
In the event of an emergency or catastrophe, supervision or emergency management could address
any and all trains remotely.

5-8. A solution to the Express or Local Dilemma
Live Info knows approximately how long it will take for each train to arrive at a given station.
Therefore, it can also offer insight into whether itʼs faster to take the express or stay on the local,
when service is operating normally. There are three situations:
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A local train arrives at a station and there is an express across the platform. Some people may
try to pass the next local train by hopping on the express. The system will advise by what
station the express is due to pass the local. E.g. “Passengers are advised the express train
across the platform is due to pass the next local train by 42nd Street.”
A local train arrives at a station, but there is no express waiting. In this case, it is helpful to
know whether itʼs worth waiting for the express. The system will advise by what station the
express is due to pass the current local, as well as the following local train. “Passengers are
advised the next express train is due to pass this local train by 72nd Street. It is due to pass the
following local train by 14th Street.”
An express train arrives at a station, but there is no local train. Sometimes express passengers
would take the local to a station slightly closer to their destination, but would rather not wait. In
this case, the time to arrival is simply announced for the local train. “The next South Ferrybound 1 train will arrive in about 3 minutes.”

This information would be conservatively estimated and reflected on both station and approaching
train A/V systems.

5-9. Discouraging Door Holding
Door holding is a major source of delays, especially during rush hour. Giving commuters more
information about how long they would have to wait if they waited for the next train would be helpful in
changing behavior.
When a train arrives at a station during peak hours, the system can make an announcement telling
passengers precisely how close the next train is and reminding them not to hold the doors open. This
announcement would be activated automatically when:
• There is another train due to arrive at that platform in under 5 minutes,
• It is peak hours or an expected special event (Mets game, for instance),
• When the station agent notifies Live Info the station is unusually crowded.
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6-1. Live Info outside the system
Customers would be able to access Live Info whenever, wherever. In addition to allowing access to
mta.info for free over Wi-Fi within the subway, internet and mobile services would be also powered by
Live Info.

6-2. On the Web
MTAʼs website, mta.info, would be updated with a section dedicated to Live Info. The portal would be
the point of access for train and bus arrival times by station/stop, service alerts, and service history.

A proposed updated MTA website.
Service history would allow people to go back and find out the details about delays that occurred
previously. This could be used, for instance, for employers verify claims about extensive train delays
or for passengers to get more information about what happened. It would also encourage more open
reporting and tracking of performance by the public.

6-3. Handheld Devices
A WAP and Mobile HTML portal would be created to allow cell users to check arrival times,
construction info, and service alerts before leaving for the station. This would be especially helpful offpeak and late-nights, when trains headways are significantly longer.
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6-4. Outbound Text Messaging/E-Mail Alerts
Live Info would provide the basis for an outbound text messaging and e-mail alert service. The
service should be highly customizable, allowing people to specify lines, time frames throughout the
day, and types of service alerts. For instance, someone who works from 9-5 and uses the (2) and (3)
lines may wish to only receive service alerts between 8-9 AM and 4-6 PM about significant delays on
the (2) or (3). These properties would be set through the MTA Web site.
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7-1. Interactive Text Messaging: GO-MTA
Live Info would provide the basis for a 2-way text messaging service, allowing customers to not only
sign up to receive alerts, but to request bus and train location as well as service alerts by texting a
code posted at bus shelters and before the entrances to train stations to a non-premium short code
SMS number, such as GO-MTA (46-682). Only standard text messaging rates for users would apply.

7-2. Subway
For example, a sign posted outside an entrance to the Times Square station:

Customers can use these codes to check train arrivals before descending into a station or make a
note of these codes to be used when later deciding when to head to the subway. This would be
especially useful in the following situations:
• Late nights, when the headways are very long
• When deciding between walking and using the train
• For the handicapped who may have difficulty entering the subway and want to ensure service
is running
In this example, texting 3513 to GO-MTA would result in an SMS back:
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In the format: Line Destination 1st train (minutes)/2nd train (minutes)
Interactive Text Messaging would consider the average amount of time it takes to safely reach the
platform from above ground in deciding whether to display a trainʼs arrival.
In addition, a SMS would be sent back if there is a delay on one or more of the lines. For example,
texting “3516” from the example above could result in 2 text messages:

If the customer replies with a “1”, when service is restored they would get another text message:
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7-3. Bus
Because there are a tremendous number of bus stops, installing communications equipment at each
stop may be cost prohibitive or not have a reasonable cost-benefit ratio. Busy areas, transfer stations
and the planned Select Bus stations should all have LCD or LED signs installed, but at other stations,
riders can text GO-MTA the code posted at the bus station.
Example sign at 86th Street and Amsterdam Avenue, South side:

Example message back:

Additionally, a service alert may also be sent back.
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8-1 Conclusion
Live Info provides the foundation for an advanced, integrated, and universal communications
platform for the MTA. It empowers customers to make better decisions, instantly and broadly
distributes the most up-to-date information, gives emergency personnel the ability to communicate to
riders in a crisis, and helps employees be more informative. Overall, it dramatically improves
customer service, as customers demand to know the details about their service. Systems around the
world nearly as large and complex have been providing train arrival time estimates, for instance, for
nearly three decades. To remain competitive, itʼs not only time to catch up, but to think big and go
beyond what other cities are doing.
The plan outlined is a mixture of existing technologies and new applications. Nothing about Live Info
hasnʼt been done elsewhere in some form before, but it seeks to integrate and apply the technology in
the best, most integrated, and most thoughtful way possible.
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